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Wigan  
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 Landline: 01925 6... 

 Website: adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-

warrington 

 Email this business

 TV Aerials Warrington, Satellite Installers

Warrington, Aerials Warrington, TV warrington

 Report a problem with this listing

BUSINESS PROFILE

TV Aerial Installers Warrington Welcome to TV

aerials Warrington, If you have TV Aerial problems or

need a satellite installation inquiries regarding a

Sky, Sky HD, Freeview, Freesat or multi-room

system, call our experienced team for polite and

friendly advice today. 

 

With over 20 years in the TV Aerial and Satellite

System industry, we always make sure our installers

carry a full range of indoor and outdoor Digital TV

aerials at all times ensuring that all our repair and

upgrade work is done quick & efficiently to give all

our new and existing customers the best experience

the company has to offer. 

 

Furthermore, we also offer the latest in High

Definition Home entertainment TV systems at a very

competitive price that should be looked at more

now that we have reached the ultimate year of HD

 Show me directions to TV Aerials Warrington

OPENING HOURS

Monday to Friday 

09:00 to 17:00

Saturday to Sunday 

Closed

SPECIAL OFFERS

EXTRA TV AERIAL POINT
Get your Extra TV Aerial

Point when you have an

aerial installed by TV Aerials

Warrington

More Details

Terms: Must be installed by TV

Aerials Warrington

PAYMENT METHODS

We accept:

Expires: 31st December 2018
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viewing. Also available are the installation of CAT5

and CAT6 HD points for Smart TV installs so please

have one of our engineers come give you a free no

obligation quotation. Contact us by email or phone

24 hours a day at Aerials Warrington.

More About TV Aerials Warrington Whether you

need a new TV aerial or someone to install Sky

Digital, Freeview or Freesat, we can help you.? We

can also wall mount your TV or install a bespoke

commercial TV system for your business, and, we

will do it professionally, efficiently and at a great

price Local Digital Aerial Installer 

 

Aerials and Satellite Installers has been helping

customers like you for over 20 years. There is

nothing we do not know about aerials and digital TV,

so when you call us, you can be sure you are getting

qualified, experienced engineers who know what

they are talking about.?All of our technicians have

been trained and accredited. They all carry

identification for your security, and they are all

certified to work at any height. 

 

Keep reading to find out more about the services

you can benefit from and why you should use Aerials

and Satellite Installers for your next TV aerial,

satellite or digital television job.

Satellite Dish Installers Warrington TV Aerials

Warrington is experts in the installation of satellite

systems to receive foreign programs. 

 

On the day of installation, one of our Satellite

Visa Mastercard

Cash Paypal

Stripe Cheque

Bank Transfer

DOCUMENTS

 TV Aerials Warrington

 Aerials Warrington

 Aerials Warrington on Yelp
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engineers will ring you the day before, or the

morning of installation to confirm their arrival time. 

 

Then upon arrival, the satellite engineer will advise

you on the best place for your satellite dish to go. 

 

On average, standard installation lasts no longer

than an hour. 

 

When your dish and box are set up, you'll be given a

demo on how to use your new satellite TV, including

how to get Catch Up TV and rewind live TV if

available. 

 

Satellites such as Hotbird, Astra, and Eutelsat

broadcast a wide range of Polish, French, Spanish,

Russian, Italian, German, Arabic Albanian, Romanian

and Bulgarian channels. 

 

Turkish channels can be received by aligning a dish

to Turksat or Digiturk whilst Greek programs are

available on Hellas Sat. 

 

Contact Us today or learn more here about satellite

Installations by TV Aerials Warrington.

Freesat Satellite Dish Installer Warrington Freesat

Satellite is a Free digital satellite TV service brought

to you by the BBC and ITV. There are over 150 FREE

channels available and this is due to increase Over

the next few years around 200 Channels including

HD and at some point 4K . All you require is a Sky

mini dish to be installed and is ideal for people who

Live in a poor reception areas or have to get there
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TV signal from a Relay where they only get 20 – 30

channels. TV Aerials Warrington love the great

functionalities that are available such as built in TV

guide, subtitles and audio description. 

 

No Monthly Subscription 

As the name suggests, Freesat is available without

any subscription charges. There is just a one off fee

for the Freesat satellite dish equipment and

installation but the BBC has announced that their

system will remain free forever. But unlike the Old

Sky Freesat system, there is no viewing card

required to unlock scrambled channels; in fact there

is no card required at all, just plug into your TV and

enjoy. So for more information on Freesat and also

Freesat+ and Freesat HD please click on the link

http://www.freesat.co.uk or just give Gary a Call at

TV Aerials Warrington. 

 

The other advantage of Freesat, is that if you ever

decide to upgrade to SKY TV for example or another

satellite provider, all you need to do is purchase the

SKY receiver box, everything else is already installed

and ready to go (SKY and FreeSAT uses the same dish

and cabling). So if your in a poor reception area and

cant get all the TV Channels you should be getting

then Freesat HD could be for you. 

 

http://adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-

warrington#Freesat_Satellite_Dish_Installer_Warrington
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VIDEO

TESTIMONIALS

Testimonials are curated by TV Aerials Warrington

and are not independently reviewed or verified.

REVIEWS



"TV AERIALS WARRINGTON"

"Thanks to TV Aerials Warrington i now have

my TV back up and running."

Joanne Ledger on 17 February 2018
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